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Abstract

We investigate functional role of the P76GTKMIFA83 fragment of the primary structure of cytochrome c. Based on the data obtained by the analysis of informational structure (ANIS), we propose a model of functioning of cytochrome c. According to this model, conformational rearrangements of the P76GTKMIFA83 loop fragment have a significant effect on conformational mobility of the heme. It is suggested that the conformational mobility of cytochrome c heme is responsible for its optimal orientation with respect to electron donor and acceptor within ubiquinol–cytochrome c oxidoreductase (complex III) and cytochrome c oxidase (complex IV), respectively, thus, ensuring electron transfer from complex III to complex IV. To validate the model, we design several mutant variants of horse cytochrome c with multiple substitutions of amino acid residues in the P76GTKMIFA83 sequence that reduce its ability to undergo conformational rearrangements. With this, we study the succinate–cytochrome c reductase and cytochrome c oxidase activities of rat liver mitoplasts in the presence of mutant variants of cytochrome c. The electron transport activity of the mutant variants decreases to different extent. Resonance Raman spectroscopy (RRS) and surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) data demonstrate, that all mutant cytochromes possess heme with the higher degree of ruffling deformation, than that of the wild-type (WT) cytochrome c. The increase in the ruffled deformation of the heme of oxidized cytochromes correlated with the decrease in the electron transport rate of ubiquinol–cytochrome c reductase (complex III). Besides, all mutant cytochromes have lower mobility of the pyrrol rings and methine bridges, than WT cytochrome c. We show that a decrease in electron transport activity in the mutant variants correlates with conformational changes and reduced mobility of heme porphyrin. This points to a significant role of the P76GTKMIFA83 fragment in the electron transport function of cytochrome c.
Introduction

Cytochrome c is a small globular protein containing iron porphyrin cofactor (heme c) that is covalently bound to the only polypeptide chain. The main function of cytochrome c is its involvement in the electron transport chain of the mitochondrial inner membrane. It is a key element that ensures cellular respiration. As an electron is transferred from ubiquinol–cytochrome c reductase (complex III) to cytochrome c oxidase (complex IV) in the mitochondrial respiratory chain, cytochrome c is reversibly reduced and oxidized. Short-living complexes of cytochrome c with its redox partner proteins must be formed for an electron to be transferred. According to the modern concept, the universal site of interaction between cytochrome c and complexes III and IV consists of the central hydrophobic domain and the surrounding electrostatic domain [1, 2]. Long-range electrostatic interactions determine correct spatial orientation of the contacting proteins, while hydrophobic interactions are often considered as the main force stabilizing the protein–protein complex. Electrostatic interactions are formed between the cluster of positively charged Lys residues on the cytochrome c surface around the heme cleft and the negatively charged amino acid residues residing on subunits of redox partner proteins that interact with cytochrome c [3, 4]. It is known that among the existing 19 Lys residues in equine cytochrome c, the conserved Lys residues at the positions 8, 13, 72, 73, 86, and 87 make the main contribution to electrostatic interaction, while Lys residues at the positions 5, 7, 25, 27, 79, and 88 occupy the periphery of the contact surface and are involved in binding to a lesser extent [3–6]. Cytochrome c residues Gln12, Lys13, Gln16, Lys27, Thr28, Ile81, and Ala83 are particularly important for stabilizing the protein electron transport complex. These residues are recruited in stacking and hydrophobic interactions as well as in van der Waals contacts with amino acid residues of the subunits of its redox partners [7–9].

On the basis of studies of the contribution of individual Lys residues of horse cytochrome c to the formation of reactive complexes with partner proteins [10], we designed a few mutant variants of cytochrome c with various combinations of substitutions of the positively charged Lys residues at the positions 8, 27, 72, 86, and 87 for the negatively charged Glu residues. All resulting mutants are characterized by reduced electron transport activity. One of them was successfully used as a basis for quantification of superoxide anion radical [11]. The decrease in electron transport activity was caused by elimination of electrostatic interactions between cytochrome c and partner proteins. Due to this, the mutant variants either became unable to form reactive complexes or had an orientation unfavorable for electron transport. However, a significant number of mutations substantially changed the total charge of the protein molecule to achieve this. In this study, we assumed that the electron transport activity of cytochrome c can be controlled by the labile loop containing the Met80 amino acid residue that coordinates the iron atom and has a positive effect on conformational mobility of cytochrome c heme.

In our work, analysis of the structure of cytochrome c molecule and construction of mutant protein variants were carried out by ANalysis of the Information Structure of protein (ANIS) method [12]. This method is an effective tool for the design of active forms of enzymes or chimeric proteins that combine the enzymatic activities of their wild-type prototypes. This method was successfully used to construct the active forms of certain proteins, e.g., human 1-CYS peroxiredoxin [13] and interleukin-13 antagonist [14]. The method allows for identification of protein structure elements responsible for catalytic activity. ANIS is based on the use of the primary protein amino acid sequence to reveal a hierarchy of the Elements of Information Structure (ELIS). ELIS corresponds to the variable length sites with an increased density of structural information. The amino acid residues forming the enzyme catalytic site were shown to belong to different top-ranking ELIS located in the contact area of the corresponding spatial structure clusters. In the protein, spatial structure catalytic sites are located in the area...
of contact between fragments of polypeptide chain (structural blocks) allocation to the differ-
ent top-ranking ELIS [15].

The paradigm of “determinate mobility” of structural elements of proteins corresponding
to ELIS was proposed to explain the mechanism of functioning of hydrolytic enzymes [15].
The “determinate mobility” causes changes in catalytic sites that ensure enzymatic reactions.
In this study, we adopt this paradigm to explain mechanisms of functioning of heme-contain-
ing proteins.

Literature data suggest that the mechanism of changes in heme conformation and out-of-
plane displacement of the Fe atom, which is observed for the hemoglobin β-subunit, may be
applied for heme-containing proteins [16, 17]. Recently, we studied informational structure of
cytochrome c [18] and compared it to the hemoglobin β-subunit using the ANIS method. In
both proteins, amino acid residues interacting with the Fe atom in heme reside on different
ELIS. Each of these residues (His87 for the β-chain of hemoglobin and Met80 for cytochrome
c) is located at the only site with the abnormally low density of bottom-ranking elements in the
informational structure of proteins (the ADD- site) [18, 19]. These sites are characterized by
increased ability to change their conformation (flexibility), due to which the determinate
mobility of ELIS is implemented according to the paradigm [20]. The revealed similarity
between the informational structures of the β-subunit of hemoglobin and cytochrome c [19]
may also point to similarity between the mechanisms of functioning of these proteins. We sug-
gested that conformational rearrangements in the ADD- site of cytochrome c give rise to forces
that alter the conformation of the entire heme, which may be accompanied by out-of-plane
displacement of the Fe atom from the heme.

In this paper, we investigated the structural and the functional role of the only ADD- site in
the polypeptide chain of horse cytochrome c, which corresponds to the P76GTKMIFA83 polypep-
id sequence, in implementation of the electron transport. This region was selected as a
target for directed mutagenesis since it was proposed as a key site of functioning of heme
proteins [19]. We focused on how the introduction of amino acid substitutions to the
P76GTKMIFA83 sequence that increase the rigidity of this domain affects heme conformation
and functional activity of cytochrome c.

Materials and methods

Material used in this studies were: components for the culture media and buffer solutions for
chromatography and electrophoresis (AppliChem, Germany), ampicillin, cytochrome c from
equine heart (Sigma, United States), Xho I restriction endonuclease (Promega, USA), BamHI restric-
tion endonuclease (New England Biolabs Inc., USA), Pfu-DNA polymerase, and
T4-DNA ligase (Fermentas, Lithuania). Distilled water was additionally purified on a Milli-Q
system (Millipore, USA).

ANIS method

The informational structure of cytochrome c was calculated according to the algorithm
described in details in Ref. [21]. The problems of structural and functional ELIS-first ranking
role were discussed in Ref. [20].

Construction of the mutant genes of cytochrome c

The mutations were introduced into the gene of horse cytochrome c in a composition with
pBP(CYCS) expression plasmid vector by site-specific mutagenesis according to the Quik-
ChangeTM Mutagenesis Kit method (Stratagene, USA) [22]. The cytochrome c genes with
mutations in the (76–83) region were prepared using oligonucleotide primers with the
corresponding substitutions (Table 1). The reaction mixture (50 μl) contained 10–15 ng of matrix DNA (a pBP(CYCS) plasmid containing the horse cytochrome c gene), oligonucleotide primers (125 ng), four deoxynucleoside triphosphates (10 nmol of each), and Pfu polymerase (2.5 activity units). Twenty cycles of the amplification reaction were performed according to the following scheme: denaturation of the matrix DNA at 95˚C for 45 s, annealing at the calculated temperature for 60 s, and elongation at 74˚C for 10 min. When the reaction was completed, the Dpn I restrictase (10 activity units) was added and the reaction mixture was incubated for 60 min at 37˚C. Further, aliquots of the prepared mixture were used for transformation of the XL-1 Blue supercompetent cells of *E. coli* according to the standard procedure.

The production of mutant DNA during mutagenesis was analyzed by electrophoresis in 1% agarose gel. The selected mutant genes were cloned in the pBP(CYC1) expression vector [23] modified for the expression of genes of horse cytochrome c [24]. The nucleotide sequences of mutant genes in the plasmid DNA were determined on an ABI Prism 3100-Avant Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, USA).

### Expression of the mutant genes of cytochrome c

Expression of the mutant genes of cytochrome *c* was performed in the JM-109 strain of *E. coli* in an SB liquid-nutrient medium with ampicillin (the final concentration was 200 μg/ml) without addition of the inductor at 37˚C under vigorous stirring for 22–24 h [24].

After the growth of *E. coli* cells had been finished, they were precipitated by centrifugation at 4000 g and 4˚C for 20 min. The cellular precipitate was resuspended in a buffer (25 mM NaP$_i$, pH 6.0, 1 mM NaN$_3$) and frozen at -20˚C for 20–30 min. The cells were homogenized by forcing through a French press (Spectronic Instruments, Inc., USA) at high pressure with subsequent centrifugation at 100 000g for 20 min.

### Isolation and purification of cytochrome c

Isolation and purification of the target proteins were performed on a BioLogic HR liquid chromatographic system (Bio-Rad, USA) according to the previously elaborated scheme [25, 26]. The cellular extract was applied to a Mono S HR 10/10 cation–exchange column (Bio-Rad, USA), which was equilibrated with a buffer containing 25mM NaP$_i$ (pH 6.0) and 1 mM NaN$_3$. Cytochrome *c* was eluted with linear gradient of 1 M NaCl in the same buffer at a flow rate of 3 ml/min. The fraction obtained after purification on the Mono S column was analyzed on a spectrophotometer and by SDS-PAGE electrophoresis, dialyzed against the buffer for absorption chromatography (10 mM NaP$_i$, pH 7.0, 1 mM NaN$_3$), and applied to a column with CHT-I hydroxypatite (Bio-Rad, USA). Cytochrome *c* was eluted with a linear gradient of 500 mM NaP$_i$ with pH 7.0 at a flow rate of 1 ml/min. The degree of purification and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primer</th>
<th>Oligonucleotides structure 5’-3’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T89A-dir</td>
<td>GTATTAAGAAGAAGGTGAAGAAGGAGAAGAAAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T78S/K79P-dir</td>
<td>GAAGATACATTCTGTAGCCCGATTTTCGCTGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I75G/G77R/I78I-dir</td>
<td>CCCAAAGAAGATAGGTCCCTGTATCAAGATATTTCCGCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I81Y/A83Y/G84N-dir</td>
<td>CATCTCTGTAAGATAGTTATTTCTACAATTTAAAGAGAAGAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K79V/I81L/F82R-dir</td>
<td>GTACATCTTGATATCGGTGCTGCTGGGCTGGTATTAAGAAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I81L/F82S/A83S/G84A-dir</td>
<td>CTGATACATTCTGATGCGATGCTGAGCTGCTGGTATTAAGAAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T78A/K79A/I81A/F82T-dir</td>
<td>GTACATCTTGATGCGATGCTGAGCTGCTGGTATTAAGAAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T78N/K79Y/M80I/A81M/F82N-dir</td>
<td>CAAAGAAGATACATTCTGTAAGATACATCGAGGCTGGTATTAAGAAGAC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178280.t001
concentration of cytochrome c in the resulting fractions were determined on a spectrophotometer and by SDS-PAGE electrophoresis. The fractions with the $A_{409}/A_{280}$ purity of 4.5–5.0 (this value corresponded to purity of ≥95% for the substance commercially prepared by Sigma, USA) were oxidized by treating with potassium ferricyanide added at the equimolar concentration, dialyzed three times against 10 mM ammonium carbonate buffer (pH 7.9), and lyophilized on an ALPHA I-5 device. Absorption spectra of the cytochrome samples after the oxidation with potassium ferricyanide, after the two-fold dialysis for 20 hours and after the lyophilisation and dissolving in 10 mM phosphate buffer were the same and resemble fully oxidized cytochrome c ($A_{max}$ 409 nm, one peak in the region of 530–540 nm that is typical for fully oxidized cytochrome c). To verify the absence of the reduced form of cytochrome in the sample, recordings of the absorption spectra were carried out right before the studies of the biological activity of cytochromes in preparations of SMP and before SERS measurements.

Preparation of mitoplasts without cytochrome c

Mitochondria from rat liver were prepared using the Johnson-Lardy method [27]. Mitoplasts (mitochondria lacking the outer membrane and cytochrome c) were prepared according to the Jacobs-Sanadi method [28]. Three month-old male Wistar rats born in the vivarium of the Faculty of Biology, M.V. Lomonosov Moscow State University were used. The animals were housed at 22˚C in light-controlled environment (12:12 h light-dark cycle) and had free access to water and food. Living conditions, all procedures involving animals and the protocol of experiments were approved by Bioethics Committee of M.V. Lomonosov Moscow State University according to the ethical and juridical norms of scientific researches in biology, medicine and related areas corresponding to laws of Russian Federation and international GLP standards (Good Laboratory Practice). All efforts were made to minimize animal suffering. Rats were deeply anesthetized using excessive Zoletil (30 mg/kg) and sacrificed by decapitation. Anesthesia and euthanasia were performed by the trained staff member who was approved and the licensed by the Bioethics Committee of M.V. Lomonosov Moscow State University. The specimen of mitochondria from rat liver with protein concentration of 50 mg/ml was placed in a hypotonic solution containing 0.01 M sucrose and 15 mM KCl, incubated in ice for 10 min under stirring, and centrifuged at 20 000g for 15 min. The precipitate was resuspended in a small volume of a 0.25 M solution of sucrose on a homogenizer with Teflon pistil, placed in a hypertonic solution containing 150 mM KCl, incubated in ice for 10 min under stirring, and centrifuged at 20 000g for 15 min. The prepared mitoplasts without cytochrome c were resuspended in 0.25 M sucrose solution; its aliquots were frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −70˚C.

Measurement of the succinate-cytochrome c reductase activity

The succinate-cytochrome c reductase activity of mitoplasts was measured on a spectrophotometer at 550 nm and 30˚C [28]. A sample (2 ml) contained the incubation medium (0.15 M sucrose, 20 mM KCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 5 mM NaN$_3$), 20μl of the specimen of mitoplasts from rat liver (10 μg of the protein per ml), and oxidized cytochrome c. The reaction was initiated by adding potassium succinate to a final concentration of 10 mM. The activity was expressed in μmol of the reduced cytochrome c for 1 min per mg of the mitoplast protein. The standard measurement error was no higher than 10% in all cases.

Measurement of the cytochrome c oxidase activity of the mitoplasts

The cytochrome c oxidase activity of the mitoplasts was measured with an ammeter using a closed platinum electrode at 20˚C [29]. A sample (1.3 ml) contained the incubation medium
(0.15 M sucrose, 20 mM KCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 10 mM ascorbic acid), 15 μl of the mitoplast specimen (65 μg of the protein per ml), and oxidized cytochrome c. The reaction was initiated by adding TMPD to a final concentration of 0.2 mM. The activity was expressed in μg atoms of the adsorbed oxygen for 1 min per mg of the mitoplast protein. The standard measurement error was no higher than 15% in all cases.

**Calculation of the kinetic parameters of the reactions**

The enzymatic reactions (succinate-cytochrome c reductase and cytochrome c oxidase) were considered to correspond to Michaelis–Menten kinetics during the measurements. The graph of the dependence of the reaction rate on the substrate concentration was plotted using the Origin 7.0 software program (Microcal, United States) in Lineweaver–Burk double opposite coordinates (1/A, 1/S)

\[
\frac{1}{A} = \frac{K_m}{A_{max}} \frac{1}{[S]_0} + \frac{1}{A_{max}}
\]

where \(K_m\) is the Michaelis constant, \([S]_0\) is the initial concentration of the substrate in the reaction mixture, \(A\) and \(A_{max}\) are the measured and the maximum reaction rates, respectively. The kinetic parameters of the reactions (\(K_m\) and \(A_{max}\)) were calculated from this equation.

**Analytical methods**

All stages of isolation and purification of the proteins were controlled by electrophoresis in 12% Tris-tricine PAAG under denaturing conditions in the presence of 1% SDS [30]. Concentrations of the prepared mutant proteins were determined on a spectrophotometer at 409 nm taking into account the molar absorption coefficient of the oxidized cytochrome c (1.06×10^5 M^{-1} cm^{-1}) [31]. The quantitative content of the total protein in the mitoplast specimens was evaluated using the biuret reaction [32].

**Resonance Raman and surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy of cytochrome c**

The RRS and SERS spectra of wild-type and mutant cytochrome c molecules were recorded using an InVia Raman microspectroscope (Renishaw, UK) with the special Macrokit Renishaw holder, 532 nm laser, a lens with NA 0.02. Laser power for the recording RRS and SERS spectra was 3 and 0.3 mW, respectively. The spectrum accumulation time was 20 s. All measurements were performed in 10 mM NaPi buffer, pH 7.0, 22˚C. Silver (Ag) colloid was prepared as described in [33], variant C. Briefly, Ag colloid was obtained by reducing AgNO₃ with hydroxylamine hydrochloride under basic conditions. In order to record the SERS spectra, the cytochrome c solution (10^{-6} M) was mixed with Ag colloid at a 3:2 volumetric ratio. The SERS spectra were recorded immediately after mixing. In RRS experiments, we used cytochrome c solutions at the concentration of 1 mM. Cytochrome c reduced with sodium dithionite was added into the experimental probe 2–3 min before spectrum recording. In all cases, the number of independent measurements was 3–4.

**Results and discussion**

**Formulation of hypothesis**

The amino acid sequence of horse cytochrome c was analyzed using the ANIS method [20]. According to the calculations, the informational structure of cytochrome c is represented by a
bipartite graph, i.e. it consists of two independent hierarchically organized top-ranking ELIS [18]. The ELIS formed by the N-terminal portion of the primary protein structure comprises residues 1–58, while the ELIS formed by the C-terminal portion contains residues 59–104 (Fig 1A). It should be mentioned that amino acid residues His18 and Met80 that form the coordination bonds with the Fe atom reside in ELIS of different rank (Fig 1E). Another heme-containing protein, the β-subunit of hemoglobin, have a similar organization of the informational structure, i.e. its amino acid residues coordinated to the Fe atom also belong to different top-ranking ELIS [19]. According to XRD data, the oxidized and reduced forms of the β-subunit of hemoglobin differ in terms of heme conformation and position of the Fe atom with respect to the plane of the porphyrin ring [16]. We suggested that the mechanisms of functioning of the β-subunit of hemoglobin and horse cytochrome c are similar. They are related to the determinate mobility of the spatial structure fragments corresponding to the top-ranking ELIS due to which heme conformation is changed and the Fe atom is displaced out of the plane of porphyrin ring.

In addition to detecting hierarchically organized elements in amino acid sequences, the ANIS method allows one to study the local density of arrangement of elements of the bottom hierarchical level of the informational structure (first-rank ELIS). The low density of the first-rank ELIS in ADD-sites characterizes their high ability to undergo conformational rearrangements (flexibility) [20].

It was demonstrated that both cytochrome c and the β-subunit of hemoglobin have only one ADD-site. In both proteins, this site resides between the top-ranking ELIS and hosts one of the two amino acid residues coordinated to the Fe atom. In the informational structure of cytochrome c, the ADD-site contains residues 76–83 (Fig 1E). Determinate mobility of the top-ranking ELIS (Fig 1E) with respect to each other can be implemented as conformational rearrangements on the only ADD-site. We believe that this changes the whole heme conformation and the interaction between the Met80 residue and the Fe atom, thus ensuring functioning of cytochrome c. The experimental data support the structural lability of the P76GTKMIFA83 fragment of the polypeptide chain of cytochrome c [34, 35].

Fig 1. The informational structure of horse cytochrome c and its mutant forms: Result of the analysis of the amino acid sequence using the ANIS method. (A) The hierarchically organized highest rank ELIS (continuous lines) and the fragments of the bipartite graph that cannot be revealed using the ANIS method (dashed line). X axis is the size of the smoothing interval a/2 [21], Y axis is the number N of amino acid in the primary structure of horse cytochrome c; (B), (C), (D) The hierarchically organized highest rank ELIS in mutant forms T78S/K79P, I81Y/A83Y/G84N, T78N/K79Y/M80I/I81M/F82N, respectively; (E) The spatial structure of horse cytochrome c (1HRC.PDB). The highest rank ELIS in the spatial structure of cytochrome c are shown. His18 and Met80 residues coordinated to the Fe atom are indicated. The ADD-site (P76-A83) with the abnormally low density of first rank ELIS is shown by the arrows.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178280.g001
Hence, comparison of the results on the structures of cytochrome c and the β-chain of hemoglobin using ANIS method made it possible to formulate the hypothesis about the mechanisms of cytochrome c function. We suggest that heme conformational changes and Fe atom displacement out of the plane of porphyrin ring can ensure transfer of an electron from complex III to cytochrome c and then to complex IV. The P76GTKMIFA83 sequence plays a key role in conformational rearrangements of the heme.

To verify this hypothesis we designed the mutant variants of cytochrome c, where amino acid substitutions were introduced in the P76GTKMIFA83 fragment and reduced its conformational mobility. It was assumed that the introduced amino acid substitutions convert the only ADD-site into the ADD+ site characterized by an abnormally high density of the first rank ELIS [18, 19]. This modification of the fragment should reduce the ability of heme porphyrin to undergo conformational rearrangements required for efficient interaction with electron donor and acceptor and, therefore, to decrease the electron transport activity of the mutant variants of cytochrome c.

Designing amino acid substitutions in the polypeptide chain of cytochrome c that would increase the density of first-rank ELIS in 76–83 region and, therefore, would reduce the conformational mobility of this fragment was not a simple task. The challenges are related to the fact that the regularities of arrangement of amino acid residues giving rise to first-rank ELIS have not been studied yet. However, while analyzing the informational structures of proteins in the entire E.coli proteome, the frequency of amino acid residues in first-rank ELIS was found to decrease in the series: G > A > V > L > S > E > I > R > T > K > D > P > F > N > Q > Y > H > C > M > W. The following eight variants of amino acid substitutions for the sequence 76–83 of cytochrome c were proposed: K79V/I81L/F82R, T78A/K79A/I81A/F82T/T89A, I81L/F82S/A83S/G84A, I75G/G77R/T78I, T78A/K79A/I81A/F82T, I81Y/A83Y/G84N, T78N/K79Y/M80I/I81M/F82N, and T78S/K79P. Fig 1B–1D show the changes in the architecture of the highest rank ELIS in the site 76–83 of the mutant forms of cytochrome c.

The mutant genes of eight variants of cytochrome c were obtained within the previously modified plasmid vector pBP(CYCS) [23] for coexpression of the genes of horse cytochrome c and heme ligase from yeast cells [24]. The corresponding recombinant proteins were produced in JM-109 E.coli cells in the absence of the expression inducer [24]. We should note that expression of certain mutant genes was unstable and the yield of the corresponding target proteins decreased 3-5-fold compared to that for non-modified cytochrome. The target proteins were purified using the combination of cation exchange and adsorption chromatography [25, 26].

The activities of mitoplasts in the presence of mutant cytochromes c

The ability of the mutant variants of cytochrome c to interact with ubiquinol–cytochrome c reductase (complex III) and cytochrome c oxidase (complex IV) was studied in the system of rat liver mitoplasts containing complexes III and IV and being deficient in endogenous cytochrome c [28].

The succinate–cytochrome c reductase activity was measured spectrophotometrically at 550 nm and based on reduction of the completely oxidized exogenous cytochrome c [29]. In this reaction, potassium succinate donated electrons to the respiratory chain to complex II (succinate dehydrogenase) and further to ubiquinone, complex III, and cytochrome c. In order to prevent electron transfer from cytochrome c to cytochrome c oxidase, complex IV was inhibited by adding sodium azide. The succinate–cytochrome c reductase activity in mitoplasts measured in the presence of mutant variants of cytochrome c was significantly reduced by at
least 45% of the activity level in the presence of wild-type cytochrome c (Fig 2A, Table 2). The greatest decrease in mitoplast activity (by 97% of that in the presence of wild-type cytochrome c) was observed when the T78A/K79A/I81A/F82T, T78A/K79A/I81A/F82T/T89A, and T78S/K79P mutant variants were added to the medium. We should mention that the residual succinate-cytochrome c reductase activity in the presence of these proteins is comparable to mitoplast activity in the presence of the previously obtained cytochrome c variants with six and eight residue substitutions that were subsequently used for detecting superoxide anion radical [11].

The cytochrome c oxidase activity was measured amperometrically using a closed platinum electrode [36]. The reaction was initiated by adding ascorbic acid to the reaction medium. The
Ascorbic acid acted as an electron donor for tetramethyl-\(p\)-phenylene diamine (TMPD), which, in its turn, transferred electrons to oxidized cytochrome \(c\). The reduced cytochrome \(c\) then transferred electrons to complex IV that reduced oxygen to water. We monitored the activity of cytochrome \(c\) oxidase relatively to the decrease in oxygen concentration in the reaction mixture. The cytochrome \(c\) oxidase activity of rat liver mitoplasts was reduced to 86, 62, and 47% of that of wild-type cytochrome \(c\) in the presence of I75G/G77R/T78I, T78A/K79A/I81A/F82T, and T78S/K79P variants, respectively (Fig 2B, Table 2). A significant decrease to 38% of the mitoplast activity measured in the presence of wild-type cytochrome \(c\), was observed for the variant with T78N/K79Y/M80I/I81M/F82N substitutions. The maximum reduction of mitoplast activity (to 24% of the initial level) was observed in the presence of the I81Y/A83Y/G84N mutant variant. Adding the variants carrying the K79V/I81L/F82R, I81L/F82S/A83S/G84A, and T78A/K79A/I81A/F82T/T89A mutations to the medium almost did not change the cytochrome \(c\) oxidase activity of mitoplasts.

Studies of the interaction between the mutant variants of cytochrome \(c\) and the respiratory chain complexes showed that their ability to exchange an electron with complexes III and IV of the respiratory chain in the mitoplast system decreased significantly. The maximum decrease in the succinate–cytochrome \(c\) reductase activity (to ~3% of the maximal reaction rate of WT cytochrome \(c\)) was observed for three mutant variants (T78A/K79A/I81A/F82T, T78A/K79A/I81A/F82T/T89A, and T78S/K79P) of cytochrome \(c\). Simultaneous reduction of cytochrome \(c\) oxidase activity of mitoplasts (to ~47% of the activity in the presence of wild-type cytochrome \(c\)) was indicated for only one of them. The greatest decrease in cytochrome \(c\) oxidase activity (to ~24% of the initial level) was observed for the variant containing the I81Y/A83Y/G84N mutant variant. Adding the variants carrying the K79V/I81L/F82R, I81L/F82S/A83S/G84A, and T78A/K79A/I81A/F82T/T89A mutations to the medium almost did not change the cytochrome \(c\) oxidase activity of mitoplasts.

It should be noted that Km values of the cytochrome \(c\) oxidase reaction did not show significant changes for all tested mutant variants of cytochrome \(c\). With this, we suggest that the significant decrease of \(A_{\text{max}}\) values in the reaction of the oxidation of cytochrome \(c\) mutants is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mutant cytochrome (c)</th>
<th>Succinate:cytochrome (c) reductase reaction</th>
<th>Cytochrome (c) oxidase reaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(A_{\text{max}}, \mu\text{mol of the cyt c \ per min \times mg of the protein})</td>
<td>(K_m, \mu\text{M of cyt c})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cytochrome (c), wt</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>20.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I81L/F82S/A83S/G84A</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>20.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I75G/G77R/T78I</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>20.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I81Y/A83Y/G84N</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>24.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K79V/I81L/F82R</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T78N/K79Y/M80I/I81M/F82N</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>10.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T78A/K79A/I81A/F82T</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>8.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T78A/K79A/I81A/F82T/T89A</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>5.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T78S/K79P</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>17.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178280.t002
due to the change in the rate of the electron transfer along electron carriers. At the same time, the decrease of Km values of the succinate-cytochrome c reductase reaction was significant for the mutant cytochromes T78N/K79Y/M80I/I81M/F82N, T78A/K79A/I81A/F82T, T78A/K79A/I81A/F82T/T89A, K79V/I81L/F82R (about 2, 2, 4 and 17 times decrease, respectively). Such decrease may indicate that the observed subside in the reaction rate of the reduction of these mutants is caused by worsening their ability to form active complexes with the corresponding redox partner in complex III.

**Resonance Raman and surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy of mutant cytochromes c**

Our next step was to study the conformational changes in the heme of those cytochrome c mutant forms (I81Y/A83Y/G84N, T78N/K79Y/M80I/I81M/F82N, T78S/K79P) that demonstrated the most pronounced decrease in the activity of the electron transport chain. For this purpose, we employed resonance Raman and surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy [33, 37–41]. The characteristic feature of cytochrome c is that Raman scattering of its oxidized form is much less intensive than that of the reduced form [39–41]. In addition, it turned out that Raman scattering intensity of all studied reduced mutant cytochrome c forms was at least two times lower than that of the WT form. Raman scattering of the oxidized mutants was below the detection limit of the spectrometer and therefore it was impossible to record their resonance Raman spectra. Therefore, we used SERS with silver colloid to compare heme conformations in oxidized mutants and WT cytochrome c molecules.

**Oxidized cytochromes.** The SERS spectra of oxidized WT and mutant cytochrome c molecules contain typical peaks of the SERS spectra of heme-containing proteins [37, 38, 42] (Fig 3A). Thus, the SERS spectra of all studied oxidized WT and mutant oxidized cytochromes mixed with Ag colloid demonstrate a set of intensive peaks corresponding to heme molecules.
of cytochromes with the position of their main maxima around 750, 1130, 1172, 1374, 1570–1573 and 1639 cm\(^{-1}\) (Fig 3A). These peaks originate from the normal group vibrations of pyrrole rings (bonds \(C_aN, C_aNC, C_bN\), \(C_bC\); peaks at 750, 1172, 1374 cm\(^{-1}\)), methine bridges (bonds \(C_aC_m, C_bC_mH\), peaks at 1570–1573, 1639 cm\(^{-1}\)), side radicals in the heme molecule (C–CH\(_2\), 1130 cm\(^{-1}\)) and all heme bonds (1314 cm\(^{-1}\)) (Fig 3B). All SERS spectra contain the peak with the maximum position at 1314 cm\(^{-1}\) that is a characteristic feature of heme \(c\), but not \(b\) [37, 39, 41, 42]. There are also other less intensive peaks that we did not use in the analysis except for the peak with the maximum position at 570 cm\(^{-1}\) (known as v21 mode) (Fig 3A). This mode is a marker of the heme ruffling deformation [17, 43, 44]. Multiple studies on isolated cytochrome \(c\) and cytochrome \(c\) in mitochondria demonstrate that the intensity of the v21 mode changes roughly proportional to the degree of the heme ruffling deformation [17, 43–46]. Sun and co-authors proposed to use the ratio of the peak intensities at 570 and 1374 cm\(^{-1}\) (I\(_{570}/I_{1374}\)) as a measure of the ruffling deformation of the heme \(c\) molecule. The ruffling deformation of heme involves a pyrrole-ring twisting about the Fe–N bond and is the predominant out-of-plane distortion found in \(c\)-type cytochromes [47, 48]. The degree of the heme ruffling distortion affects cytochrome \(c\) function. Thus, NMR experiments and the density functional theory computation show that the electron transfer rate to the ferric heme decreases as a function of the ruffling deformation [49].

We found, that the peak at 570 cm\(^{-1}\) is more pronounced in mutants than in WT cytochrome \(c\) and that I\(_{570}/I_{1374}\) ratio is significantly higher in mutants T78N/K79Y/M80I/I81M/F82N and T78S/K79P, than in WT cytochrome \(c\) (Table 3). This indicates that oxidized mutants T78N/K79Y/M80I/I81M/F82N and T78S/K79P have higher degree of the ruffling out-of-plane heme distortion, than WT cytochrome \(c\). We also demonstrated, that the I\(_{570}/I_{1374}\) ratio increases in a raw WT—I81Y/A83Y/G84N—T78N/K79Y/M80I/I81M/F82N—T78S/K79P while the maximal rate of the cytochrome \(c\) reduction decreases (Fig 4A). We did not observe any correlation between the I\(_{570}/I_{1374}\) ratio and the Km value for the succinate:cytochrome \(c\) reductase (Fig 4A). Based on these findings as well as on literature data on the heme \(c\) ruffling distortion [49] we suggest, that mutants T78N/K79Y/M80I/I81M/F82N and T78S/K79P have slower electron transport rate, than WT cytochrome \(c\).

To characterize in-plane conformational changes in heme molecules of cytochrome \(c\) mutants we analyzed relative intensities of SERS peaks at 1130, 1172, 1374 and 1639 cm\(^{-1}\). We observed in-plane conformational changes in heme molecules of T78N/K79Y/M80I/I81M/F82N and T78S/K79P mutants that were manifested as an increase in the ratio between the peak intensities at 1374 and 1639 cm\(^{-1}\) (I\(_{1374}/I_{1639}\)) (Table 1). This change corresponds to the possible obstruction of the vibrations of methine bridges with respect to the symmetric vibration of pyrrole rings. Besides, one of the peaks corresponding to methine bridge vibrations (at 1573 cm\(^{-1}\)) in the SERS spectra of oxidized mutants T78N/K79Y/M80I/I81M/F82N and T78S/K79P is shifted to the higher frequency range as compared to WT cytochrome \(c\) and mutant 81Y/A83Y/G84N (Fig 3). This provides an evidence that methine bonds are shorter in T78N/K79Y/M80I/I81M/F82N and T78S/K79P mutants than in WT cytochrome \(c\) and in I81Y/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>I(<em>{570}/I</em>{1374})</th>
<th>I(<em>{1374}/I</em>{1172})</th>
<th>I(<em>{1130}/I</em>{1172})</th>
<th>I(<em>{1374}/I</em>{1639})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT</td>
<td>0.041±0.005</td>
<td>1.16±0.12</td>
<td>0.43±0.025</td>
<td>1.95±0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutant 1</td>
<td>0.051±0.002*</td>
<td>1.31±0.11</td>
<td>0.41±0.045</td>
<td>2.11±0.02*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutant 2</td>
<td>0.059±0.003*</td>
<td>1.36±0.11*</td>
<td>0.39±0.02*</td>
<td>2.56±0.03*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutant 3</td>
<td>0.046±0.016</td>
<td>1.24±0.09</td>
<td>0.45±0.04</td>
<td>1.91±0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The intensity ratios of selected peaks in the SERS spectra of oxidized wild-type cytochrome \(c\) and its mutants. Data are shown as mean values ± SE. *p<0.05 compared to wild-type cytochrome \(c\) (the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparison test).
A83Y/G84N mutant [45, 50]. Furthermore, we observed the following features in the SERS spectra of T78S/K79P mutant: (i) the significant increase in the $I_{1374}/I_{1172}$ ratio demonstrating that asymmetric vibrations of pyrrole rings are less pronounced compared to the symmetric vibrations of pyrrol rings and (ii) the decrease in the intensity ratio $I_{1130}/I_{1172}$, corresponding to the obstruction of vibration of the $C_\beta$-CH$_3$ bond compared to asymmetric vibrations of pyrrole rings. The observed modifications in the SERS spectra of oxidized T78S/K79P mutant indicate that pyrrole rings change their in-plane mobility while C-CH$_3$ side radicals and methine bridges between pyrroles are less mobile, than in the heme of WT cytochrome c. Changes in SERS spectra of T78N/K79Y/M80I/I81M/F82N mutant also indicate the lower mobility of its porphyrin comparing to the WT cytochrome c. Importantly, we observed almost linear correlation between the ratios $I_{1374}/I_{1172}$, $I_{1374}/I_{1639}$ and $I_{570}/I_{1374}$—meaning that the heme ruffling changes in the parallel to the changes in the vibrations of pyrrole rings and methine bridges. Thus, the increase in the degree of the ruffling distortion in the raw WT—A83Y/G84N—T78N/K79Y/M80I/I81M/F82N—T78S/K79P is accompanied by the deterioration of the assymetric vibrations of pyrrole rings and stretching of the methine bridges (Fig 4B and 4C).

**Reduced cytochromes.** In the resonance Raman spectra (RRS) of all the reduced cytochrome c molecules we observed four intensive peaks: 752 (symmetric vibrations of pyrrole rings), 1130 (vibrations of $C_\beta$-CH$_3$ side radicals), 1314 (vibrations of all heme bonds), and 1585–1586 cm$^{-1}$ (vibrations of methine bridges ($C_\alpha C_m$, $C_\alpha C_m$H bonds) and the $C_\alpha C_\beta$ bond) (Fig 5). There are also a number of other peaks with lower intensities that we did not used for the study except for the peaks with the maximum positions around 571 and 1365 cm$^{-1}$. The peak at 1365 cm$^{-1}$ is the same mode ($\nu_4$) as the peak at 1374 cm$^{-1}$ in SERS spectra of oxidized...
cytochrome originating from the symmetric vibrations of pyrrol rings. Its shift to the shorter wavenumber range is well-known for heme-containing molecules like cytochrome c, hemoglobin or myoglobin [17, 41, 42, 46]. We used the ratio $I_{571}/I_{1365}$ as a measure of the ruffling deformation of heme molecule in reduced WT and mutant cytochromes [17]. We should note that SERS and RRS spectra of cytochrome c differ from each other and that the SERS spectra have more peaks than the RRS spectra of cytochrome c. This is partly due to the fact that the RRS spectra of oxidized and reduced cytochrome c also differ in terms of number of peaks and relative peak intensities. A slight shift in the position of the peak maxima in the SERS and RRS spectra of cytochromes is not surprising since it has already been reported for various types of biomacromolecules (including heme-containing hemoglobin [37]) and simple organic molecules [51].

Importantly, we have found that in all studied reduced mutant cytochromes the ratio $I_{571}/I_{1365}$ was significantly higher, than in WT cytochrome c (Table 4). This finding indicates that the degree of ruffling deformation of heme is higher in mutants, than in WT cytochrome c. However, we did not observe such a “smooth” decrease in the of $A_{\text{max}}$ value with the increase

![Resonance Raman study of reduced cytochromes.](https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178280.g005)

Fig 5. Resonance Raman study of reduced cytochromes. The RRS spectra of the studied cytochromes in the reduced state: WT—wild type; M1—T78N/K79Y/M80I/I81M/F82N, M2—T78S/K79P, M3—I81Y/A83Y/G84N. For clearer presentation, the spectra are shifted in vertical position. X axis is a frequency shift, cm$^{-1}$ and Y axis is RRS intensity, a.u.
in the $I_{571}/I_{1365}$ ratio as we saw for oxidized cytochromes. We also did not find a straight relation between $I_{571}/I_{1365}$ and other ratios of Raman intensities. This can indicate the absence of the direct relation of the degree of heme ruffling deformation with in-plane heme vibrations in reduced cytochromes.

We observed that in the RRS spectra of reduced mutants T78N/K79Y/M80I/I81M/F82N and I81Y/A83Y/G84N, the peak corresponding to the vibrations of methine bridges and C$_a$C$_b$ bond is slightly shifted to higher frequency range compared to wild-type cytochrome c and T78S/K79P mutant (Fig 5). This provides an evidence that the heme ring of reduced mutants T78N/K79Y/M80I/I81M/F82N and I81Y/A83Y/G84 is more compact than that in the WT cytochrome c and T78S/K79P mutant [45, 50].

We also observed changes in the relative contribution of various peaks into the overall RRS spectra of reduced mutant cytochromes (Table 4): (i) an increase in $I_{752}/I_{1130}$ and $I_{752}/I_{1314}$ ratios for mutant cytochromes T78N/K79Y/M80I/I81M/F82N and T78S/K79P compared to WT cytochrome c corresponding to the relative increase in contribution of vibrations of the pyrrole ring and (ii) an increase in $I_{752}/I_{1314}$ ratio for all the mutants corresponding to the relative increase in contribution of vibrations of the pyrrole ring compared to all heme vibrations. All observed changes in the RRS spectra indicate that heme molecules in all mutants have worse mobility than the WT cytochrome c.

Summarizing, we demonstrated that hemes in both oxidized and reduced mutant cytochromes have higher degree of the heme ruffling deformation comparing to WT cytochrome that results in the decrease in the electron transport rate manifesting as the decrease in the Amax value. We suggest that changes in SERS and RRS spectra showing the worse mobility of hemes of mutant cytochromes are the result of the increase in the stiffness of protein in the surrounding heme, namely, in the P$^{95}$GTKMIF$^{83}$ loop. In WT cytochrome c, this loop due to its flexibility ensures the conformational mobility of the heme and its ability to change its conformation in a way required for the optimal orientation of cytochrome c heme with respect to its electron donor (in complex III) or electron acceptor (in complex IV). The increase in stiffness of the protein loop near the heme ring induces ruffling deformation of the heme molecule and can obstruct in-plane vibrations of methine bridges between pyrrole rings, thus reducing heme mobility. This, in turn, can reduce the rate of electron transport to Fe atom due to the worse heme ability to change its conformation for the optimal orientation against the electron donor or acceptor.

Table 4. The intensity ratios of selected peaks in the RRS spectra of the reduced wild-type cytochrome c and its mutants. Data are shown as mean values ± SE. *p<0.05 compared to wild-type cytochrome c (non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparison test).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>$I_{571}/I_{1365}$</th>
<th>$I_{752}/I_{1130}$</th>
<th>$I_{752}/I_{1314}$</th>
<th>$I_{752}/I_{1585}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT</td>
<td>0.23±0.02</td>
<td>1.32±0.12</td>
<td>1.03±0.09</td>
<td>0.90±0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutant 1</td>
<td>0.56±0.09*</td>
<td>1.76±0.06*</td>
<td>1.35±0.16*</td>
<td>1.12±0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutant 2</td>
<td>0.91±0.02*</td>
<td>1.89±0.07*</td>
<td>1.90±0.06*</td>
<td>1.48±0.07*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutant 3</td>
<td>0.34±0.05*</td>
<td>1.82±0.32*</td>
<td>1.53±0.16*</td>
<td>1.47±0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion

Cytochrome c is one of the most intensively studied proteins. Multiple research revealed conformational changes in its protein part under oxidation/reduction and interaction with its redox partners [52, 53]. It was also shown that the mobility of the protein loop containing Met80 differs for the reduced and oxidized cytochrome c [54] and that the heme conformation and Fe atom position relatively to the porphyrin ring depends on amino acid residues.
covalently binding the porphyrin [17]. However, there are no studies about the relation of the loop with Met80, heme conformation and functional properties of cytochrome c. In the present paper we described how the mobility of the P76GTKMIFA83 loop affected: (i) the conformation of heme in both redox states and (ii) influences functional properties of cytochrome c to accept and to donate electron. Indeed, we demonstrated that mutations in the P76GTKMIFA83 loop decreasing the loop mobility caused the decrease in cytochrome c ability to exchange electrons with complexes III and IV and affected heme conformational changes. Thus, mutants have higher degree of the ruffling deformation of heme molecules and worse in-plane mobility of porphyrin ring in the comparison with WT cytochrome c. It is already known, that the increase in the heme ruffling deformation is accompanied by the decrease in the electron transfer rate [49]. Here we suggest that the mobility of pyrrol rings and methine bridges in porphyrin rings is necessary for the optimal orientation of the heme towards the donor and the acceptor of electrons providing higher rate of the electron transfer. We should note that one can not exclude another additional reason of the diminished functional activity of cytochrome c mutants. Mutations in the P76GTKMIFA83 loop can affect secondary structure of cytochrome c resulting in its worse docking to complexes III and IV. Nevertheless, our suggestion about the importance of the heme mobility and ruffling deformation for the electron acceptance/donation is in the agreement with available data about the shift of the heme ring in its protein cleft under reduction/oxidation and with data on the dependence of the heme redox potential on its conformation [17, 46, 49, 55, 56]. Thus, our data about the impact of stiffness of the protein loops in the heme environment on vibrations and conformation of heme bonds agrees with papers by Sun et al. [17, 46]. They demonstrated the influence of the pentapeptide Cys14XXCys17His18 loop on heme conformation and its “ruffled” “out-of-plane” deformation that, in turn, affects the redox potential of heme and the efficiency of electron transfer between heme c and its electron donor/acceptor.

Our findings allow us to conclude that the P76GTKMIFA83 sequence of polypeptide chain of cytochrome c plays a crucial role in the electron transport function of the protein. The results confirm our hypothesis that the conformationally labile domain of the polypeptide chain ensures conformational changes in heme porphyrin. These changes are very likely required for the efficient heme orientation towards its electron donor (heme c1 in complex III) and acceptor (heme a3 in complex IV). These findings are of importance for understanding the mechanisms of functional activity of cytochrome c in the respiratory chain and formation of reactive complexes between cytochrome c and its redox partners. This can be used to construct cytochrome c variants with targeted properties. Moreover, the results provide an additional evidence of structural and functional significance of the loop domains in protein molecules [57–59].
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